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Abstract--This paper presents procedures for constructing systematic t-error correcting/d-error de- 
tecting/all unidirectional error detecting ( t -EC/d -ED/AUED)  codes as weft as t-error correcting/d- 
error detecting and m-unidirectional error detecting ( t - EC  / d - ED / s - U ED)  codes. 
The techniques proposed are similar to those recently reported to construct t - EC/AUED codes. 
A t - EC /d  - ED code is chosen and then a tail is appended in such a way that the new code can 
detect all (or s) errors when they are unidirectional. Interesting tail sequences are included in this 
paper. The ¢tSciency of the t - EC/d  - ED/AU ED and t - EC /d  - ED/s  - UED codes reported in 
this paper covapar¢# favorably to the existing methods. In addition, these procedmx.# enable simple 
and fast encoding and decoding algorithms. Many useful codes are tabulated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of  error correct ing/detect ing codes improves the reliability and data integrity of com- 
puting systems as well as communicat ion systems. Symmetr ic  errors, such as those caused in 
semiconductor memories by the alpha particle radiation, are frequently transient errors; such an 
error is equally likely to be 1 to 0 or 0 to 1. Asymmetr ic  errors are those where an erroneous word 
contains only 1 to 0 errors. Unid i rec t iona l  errors are those where an erroneous word contains 
either all 1 to 0 errors, or all 0 to 1 errors, but no a priori knowledge is available to the decoder 
regarding the actual type of tile error. The most likely faults in some of the recently developed 
LS I /VLSI  devices, such as PLAs, ROMs and RAMs (for instance, the faults that  affect address 
decoders, word lines, power supply lines, and stuck-at faults in a serial bus [1--4]), cause unidi- 
rectional errors. Unidirectional errors are often permanent errors, and they occur concurrently 
in large numbers unlike symmetr ic errors. 
In most cases, multiple errors (symmetric or unidirectional) are caused by permanent faults. 
It is preferable to detect the presence of permanent faults in a system and effect repair than to 
mask the manifestation of these faults as multiple errors. Further, correction of a larger number 
of errors would involve more redundant bits and consequently less efficient codes. Therefore, it 
is worthwhile to employ codes that can effect detection of several symmetric errors as well as of 
many unidirectional errors in addition to one or a few bits of symmetr ic error correction. 
Systemat ic  errors, where the information bits and the check bits are separable, are preferred 
in digital systems applications, because processing of the information can concurrently proceed 
with the decoding operation. The codes developed in this paper are systematic. Apart  from the 
effectiveness of a code in combating errors, its suitability for use in computing systems depends 
also on tile possibility of constructing simple and fast encoders and decoders. Both the decoder 
complexity and the decoder delay increase with the number of errors corrected. A systematic 
code that is capable of correcting t symmetric errors, detecting up to d symmetr ic  errors and 
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detecting any number of unidirectional errors (that is, a t - EC/d -  ED/AUED code) can thus 
combine the advantages of a relatively simple hardware and a good error control capability. 
Several procedures have been reported for the construction of efficient -symmetric error cor- 
recting and all unidirectional error detecting (t - EC/AUED)  codes [5-11]. Most of these ap- 
proaches tart with a t - EC  code; an appropriate tall sequence is appended to the t - EC 
code word to facilitate unidirectional error detection. A recent paper [12] proposed t - EC /d -  
ED/AUED codes. The code construction procedure in that reference involves appending to 
the t - EC /d  - ED code word some replications of a few of the t - EC /d  - ED check bits. 
Determination of these additional check bits does not involve any computation or table look-up, 
thus enabling a simple decoder. However, if we relax this constraint, and allow for a simple 
table look-up, the redundancy needed to achieve the same level of error control may be reduced 
[13]. This paper describes uch a technique to construct  - EC /d -  ED/AUED codes. The tail 
sequences employed in this paper are essentially modified forms of those used in [15]. 
For applications where the word size is large, it may be unlikely that all the bits in a word 
experience unidirectional errors, although it is possible that a good fraction of the total bits may 
be subjected to unidirectional error. In such a case, it may be sufficient o employ codes that 
can detect many (say, s) unidirectional errors, but not all. Nikolos and Krokos [17] have derived 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be t - EC /d  - ED/s  - UED,  and have 
also proposed a scheme for constructing such codes. Another construction procedure, similar to 
that used for the t - EC /d -  ED/AUED codes, is described in this paper. The motivation for 
constructing these codes is, of course, that they will need fewer check bits than the corresponding 
t - EC /d -  ED/AUED codes. In many cases, the codes proposed in this paper are shown to be 
superior to those given in [17]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a code to be t - EC,  d -  ED and AUED (or, s - UED) .  The procedure for constructing 
t - EC /d -  ED/AUED codes is described in Section 3; three different ail sequences are proposed. 
In Section 4, the construction procedure for the t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED codes is discussed. 
Concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
The following notation is used in this paper. 
• W(x) : weight of, or the number of l's in x. 
• N(x ,y )  : number of 1 --~ 0 crossovers from binary word x to another binary word y. 
• D(x ,y )  : tIamming distance between x and y. 
• D(C) : minimum distance of a code ¢, i.e., D(C) = min D(x,y) .  
X,y 
2. NECESSARY AND SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
As stated above, N(x ,y )  represent the number of crossovers from x to y. For example, if 
x = 10010 and y = 01110, then N(x ,y )  = 1 and N(y ,x )  = 2. The IIamming distance, D(x,y) ,  
between the two words is the number of positions in which they differ. That is, D(x ,y )  = 
N(x ,y )  + g(y ,x ) .  
The following is well-known [18,19]: 
TH~OaE.~f 1. A codeC i s t -EC/d -ED i fandon ly i fD(x ,y )  > t+d+l  for anyx ,y  E C ,x  ~ y. 
The following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be t - 
EC/AUED [20,21]: 
TXEORr-M 2. A code C is t - EC /AUED if  and only i f  N (x ,y )  >_ t + 1 for any x ,y  E ¢ ,x  ~- y. 
The following stronger esult is shown in [21]: 
THEOREM 3. A 
x ,y  E C,x ~. y. 
The following 
TX~.OREM 4. A 
either D(x, y) _> 
code C is t - EC / ( t  + 1) - ED/AUED i f  and only i f  N (x ,y )  >_ t + 1 for any 
theorem is proved in [22]: 
code C is t - EC /s  - U ED i f  and only i f  it satisfies the following condition: 
t + s + l, or N(x ,y )  >_ t + l and N(y ,x )  >_ t + l, for any x, y E C, x ~ y.  
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The following theorem is proved in [17]. 
THEOREM 5. A code C is capable of correcting t errors, detecting d errors, and detecting s 
unidirectional errors (i.e., t - EC /d -  ED/8  - UED)  i f  and only i f  for any x, y • C, x # y, either 
D(x ,y )>_t+s+l ,  orD(x,y)  >t+d+ l ,N(x ,y )_>t+l  andN(y ,x )>t+ I. 
We are now ready to investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be t - 
EC/d -  ED/AUED.  
THEOREM 6. A codeC i s t -  EC /d -  ED/AUED with d>_t i f fN (x ,y )>t+l  andD(x ,y )_> 
t+d+l  for any x ,y  6 ¢ ,x  # y. 
PROOF. Using simple contradiction, the necessary condition can be established, and hence omit- 
ted here. We need to only show that the above conditions are sufficient o guarantee all the three 
error controls. 
Let P,t be the set of vectors obtained from x due to t or fewer symmetric errors. If P is the set of 
vectors obtained from all code words in C due to t or fewer symmetric errors, then P = Ut~c P*. 
Let Qx be the set of vectors obtained from x due to ! symmetric errors, where d >_ l > t. If Q is 
the set of vectors obtained from all code words in C due to I symmetric errors, then Q = [-Jt~c Qt. 
Let R,, be the set of vectors obtained from x due to d + 1 or more unidirectional errors. If R is 
the set of vectors obtained from all code words in C due to d + 1 or more unidirectional errors, 
then R = [-J.¢c Rt. 
We need to prove that, for any x, y • C, Px N Py = 4. This is shown in [20]. 
Then, we need to prove that P ~ Q = ¢ and P f ' )R = ~. The latter equality has been shown 
in [20] for a superset of R. The former equality (i.e. P~Q = ¢) is known to be true for any 
t - EC /d -  ED code. | 
The t - EC/d -  ED/AUED codes may be viewed as t - EC/d -  ED/s  - UED codes where s is 
equal to n, the number of bits in the code word. If we substitute n in the place of s in Theorem 5, 
the first condition disappears, leaving essentially the same condition as in Theorem 6. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF t - EC /d -  ED/AUED CODES 
Many of the recently reported procedures for constructing systematic codes with unidirectional 
error detection capabilities in addition to symmetric error correction start with a code with the 
required symmetric error correcting capability; an appropriate tail is attached to every code 
word in this code in order to incorporate the unidirectional error detection capability. The 
same procedure is followed here. That  is, the t - EC /d -  ED code word corresponding to 
the information is first determined; a tail is then added to achieve detection of any number of 
unidirectional errors. Therefore, the efficiency of the resulting code depends on the selection of 
the tail. Some efficient tail sequences are discussed in the following subsection. 
3.1 Des~.qu of V sequences. 
We describe three methods of constructing tail sequences, called V sequences, the words of 
which can be appended to t - EC /d -  ED code words to produce a t - EC/d -  ED/AUED 
code. A V sequence is defined as follows: 
DEFXmTIO.~ 1. V [ r , t ,d ]= {v0 ,v l , . . . , vm},suchthat  N(v , ,v ,+ j ) _>min( r~-~] , t+ l )  
for 0 _< i < m and (d -  t) _< j _< m-  i; where v, 's are binary words of length r. 
In [15], A sequences were synthesized, that can be used to construct codes that are capable of 
correcting t symmetric errors and detecting any number of asymmetric or unidirectional errors 
(t - EC /AAED or t - EC /AUED) .  An A sequence was defined as follows: 
DEFImTmN 2. A[r,t] = {a0 ,a l , . . .  ,a, ,},  such that N(a, ,a~+j) __> min([j/2"],t + 1) 
for 0 _< i < m and 0 _< j _< m-  i; where a,'s are binary words of length r. 
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EXAMPL£ 1. A[5, 1] (i.e., r = 5 and t = 1) o f  14 words are: 
1111 
1110 
1101 
1100 
1001 
1000 
0011 
0010 
0111 
0110 
0101 
0100 
0001 
0000 
T~>le 1. B~t  known Air, t] oequ~mcm for 0 < t < 4. 
," Air,0] Air,l] Air,2] Air,3] A[rA] 
1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 4 4 4 4 4 
3 8 6 6 6 6 
4 16 9 8 8 8 
5 32 14 10 10 10 
6 64 20 12 12 12 
7 128 32 20 14 14 
8 256 50 24 16 16 
9 512 76 32 26 18 
10 146 40 30 20 
11 250 52 36 32 
12 434 76 42 36 
13 698 124 52 40 
14 220 60 46 
15 396 8O 52 
16 748 128 64 
17 184 72 
18 272 80 
19 496 116 
20 944 164 
Table 1 lists the best known A sequences [5,8]. An A sequence can be converted to a V sequence 
as follows. 
CONSTRUCTION 1. Given an Air,  t] = {a0, - - . ,am},  replicate ever)' (2t + 1) th word d - t  + 1 
times, start ing with the first word. This method produces the following V[r, t, d] sequence: 
ao , . . .  ,ao ,a l ,a2 , . . .  , a2t ,a2t+l , . . .  , a2(+ l ,a2g+2, . . .  ,a4t+ l ,a4t+2, . . .  ,a4t+2, . . .  
Y v 
d -g+l  f imee d- f+ l  timee d - [+ l  t imt J  
The minimum number of words ill this sequence call be related to the minimum number of words 
in the A sequence by the following: 
r IA[''t]l] (d- t). IV[,',t,d]l = IA[,',t]l + / 2 t+]  / (1) 
EXAMPLE '2. A[5, 1], given in Example 1, can be changed to V[5, 1,2] (i.e., r = 5, t = 1, d = 2) 
by duplicating (as d - t + 1 = 2) tile words 1, ,l, 7, 10 and 13. The following is tile resulting 
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sequence where the duplicated words are shown in bold: 
I I I I I  
I I I I I  
I I I I 0  
I I I01  
11100 
I I I00  
I I001  
I I000  
10011 
10011 
I0010 
00111 
00110 
00110 
00101 
00100 
00001 
00001 
00000 
In this example, we get 14 + 5 = 19 words in the resulting V[5, 1, 2] sequence. 
The second method of constructing V sequences involve Ae sequences reported in [5,14,15]. 
The Ae sequences have the following property. 
DEFINITION 3. Ae[r , t ]= {a0,al . . . .  ,am}, such that g (a i ,a~+/)_>min( j , t+ l )  
for 0 < i < m and 0 _< j _< m-  i; where a,'s are binary words of length r. 
EXAMPLE 3. For r = 4 and t = 1, the Ae sequence has these seven words: 
1111 
I I I0  
I I00  
I001  
0011 
0010 
0000 
Table 2. Best known Ae[r, t] sequences for 0 < t < 4. 
, A.[,.o] A . [ , .q  ,t,[,.~] A.[,.3] A.[,.4] 
1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 4 3 3 3 3 
3 8 4 4 4 4 
4 16 7 5 5 5 
5 32 10 6 6 6 
6 64 16 10 ? 7 
7 128 2.1 12 8 8 
8 256 38 16 13 9 
9 512 72 20 15 I0 
10 124 26 18 16 
11 216 38 21 18 
12 348 62 26 20 
13 632 110 30 23 
14 198 40 26 
1S 374 64 32 
16 5S8 92 36 
17 798 136 40 
18 248 58 
19 472 82 
20 904 112 
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An A, sequence can be converted to a V sequence as follows: 
CONSTRUCTIO.~ 2. Given an Ae[r, t] = {a0,... , am } replicate every (t % I) th word d -  t + 1 times; 
duplicate the rest of the words. This method produces the following V[r,t,d~ sequence: 
a0, . . .  ,a0  ,a l ,a l ,a2 ,a2 , . . .  ,a l ,a |~a l+ l ,  . . .  , a i+ l ,a l+2,a l+2, . . .  ,a~ l+ l la21+l  , 
Y y 
d- l+ l  limea d- ;+ l  i i rnel  
a~+l ,  • • • ,a21+~, ,  • • • 
d - i+ l  i ime l  
The number of words in this V[r, t, d] sequence is: 
(e_ , _  ,). >_ 21A,[,-,t]I + / t + 1 / (2) 
EXAMPLE 4. The Ae[4, I] sequence specified in Example 3 can be changed to a V[4, 1,3] (i.e., 
r -- 4, t = 1 and d = 3) sequence by triplicating (as d -  t + 1 = 3 here) every 2 "~ (as t + 1 = 2) 
word. The resulting g[4, 1,3] sequence has the following words: 
1111 
1111 
1111 
I 110  
1110 
11OO 
11OO 
11OO 
1001 
1 O01 
0011 
0011 
0011 
0010 
0010 
0000 
0000 
0000 
The number of words in this sequence is 3 x 4 + 2 x 3 = 18. 
The third method of constructing V sequences employs asymmetric error correcting codes. 
DEFINITION 4. Asy[r, t] = {a0,a1,... , am } is a t-asymmetric error correcting code of length r. 
The words are ordered in a non-increasing weight, i.e., W(a~) _> W(ay) for i _< j. 
EXAMPLE ,5. For r = 5 and t = I, the l-asymmetric error correcting code is of length 8. The 
code words are: 
I I  1 I I  
I I I00  
I0011 
00101 
O lO lO 
00000 
Table 3 lists the best known asymmetric error correcting codes [23]. 
We can convert tile code words of an asymmetric error correcting code into a V sequence by 
the following method. 
CONSTRUCTION 3. Given an Asy[r, t] = {a0,-" .am } code, replicate each code word d - t + I 
times. This method produces tile following V[r, t, d] sequence: 
ao , . . .  ,~o, a l~ . . .  ~ I  , a2 , . . .  , a2 , . . .  
d- l÷ l  t imeJ  d- I+ l  : ime J  d--l-, I-1 l ifne# 
This V[,.,t,d] sequence has IAsy[r,t]l x (d - t + 1) words. 
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r Xsy[r,0] Asy[r,1] Xsy[r,2] Xsy[r,3] Xsy[r,4] 
1 2 1 0 0 0 
2 4 2 1 0 0 
3 8 2 2 1 0 
4 16 4 2 2 1 
5 32 6 2 2 2 
6 64 12 4 2 2 
7 128 18 4 2 2 
8 256 36 7 4 2 
9 512 62 12 4 2 
10 108 18 6 4 
11 174 30 8 4 
12 316 54 12 4 
13 586 98 18 6 
14 186 30 8 
15 266 44 12 
16 364 66 16 
17 647 122 26 
18 234 36 
19 450 46 
2O 860 54 
Moreover, 2t words can be inserted between the first two and the last two words of Asv[r, t], 
as shown in Example 6. The total number of words in this V sequence becomes 
IV[r,t,#]l > IAsv[r,t][ x (d - t + 1) + 4t, (3) 
where IAsv[,',t]l > 2. 
EXAMPLF 6. The Asv[5, 1] code specified in Example 5 can be changed into V[5, 1,3] (i.e., 
r = 5, t = 1 and d = 3) by triplicating (as d - t  + 1 = 3 here) every code word. There are 18 
words in this sequence. Furthermore, we can insert 2t words between the first two words (i.e., 
between 11111 and 11100) and 2t words between the last two words (i.e., between 01010 and 
00000). We obtain the following words in tile resulting sequence: 
I I I I I  
11111 
l l l l l  
I I I I 0  
| I I I0  
I I I00  
I I I00  
I i i00  
10011 
i0011 
I0011 
O0101 
00101 
00101 
O lO lO 
01010 
01010 
00010 
00010 
00000 
00000 
00000 
3.f T rue  - EC/d  - ED/AUED Code constr~ctzon. 
CONSTm;CTION 4. Let there be k bits of information. The procedure for constructing t -  EC /d -  
ED/AUED codes is as follows: 
(1) Construct a t - EC/d -  ED code word corresponding to the given information. Let the 
number of check bits added during this stage be h. 
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(2) Choose the smallest value of r such that the resulting V[r,t,d] sequence has a greater 
number of words than k + h. Construction 1, Construction 2 or Construction 3 can be 
employed uring this step. 
(3) Count the number of l's in the code word resulting from Step 1. Append to the code word 
of the t - EC /d  - ED code a word from the V sequence; the order of the word in the 
sequence is given by the computed weight. 
If the t - EC /d -  ED code used in step 1 is systematic, then the resulting t - EC /d -  ED/AUED 
code will also be systematic. 
THZOREM 7. The code described in Construction 4 is t - EC /d  - ED/AU ED.  
PROOF. Step 1 of Construction 4 guarantees that the minimum Hamming distance between any 
two code words is t+d+ 1 (Theorem 1). In order to prove that thk code is t -EG/d -ED/AUED,  
we have to show also that the minimum number of 1 - .  0 crossovers between any two code words 
i s t+ l .  
When D(x ,y )  _ t +d+ 1 and N(x ,y )  < t + 1, N(y ,x )  ~ d+ 1. Definition 1 guarantees 
that the minimum number of I - .  0 crossovers between the two words in the V sequence to be 
attached to such x and y is at least t + 1. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider a (127,92) 2 - EC/8  - ED code. A V[r, 2,8] sequence of length more 
than 127 is required to get a 2 - EC/8  - ED/AUED code. Let us try all the three methods 
described earlier. Looking at Table 1, and considering Expression (1), it is easy to determine that 
12 additional check bits (i.e., r = 12) correspond to a V[12, 2, 8] sequence of length 172; therefore, 
this can be used to construct a (139, 92) 2 -  EC/8 -  ED/AUED code. Similarly, an Ae sequence 
of length I I (Table 2) can be changed into a V[11,2,8] sequence of length 141, Expression (2), 
resulting in a (138, 92) 2 - EC/8  - ED/AUED codes. An asymmetric error correcting code of 
length 10 (Table 3) can be changed into a V[10, 2, 8] sequence of length 134, which is long enough 
to be appended to the (127,92) 2 - EC/8  - ED code as a tail sequence to construct a (137,92) 
2 - EC/8 -  ED/AUED code. In this case, the last sequence is chosen since it results in the most 
efficient code. 
3.3 Decoding algorithm. 
Decoding of the proposed code is given by the following procedure: 
(1) Let the received word be R = khr.  Decode kh as per the decoding procedure correspond- 
ing to the t - EC /d  - ED code employed. If more than t errors are detected in this step, 
exit decoding procedure and report uncorrectable errors. If fewer than t errors are found, 
these errors will be corrected by the decoder in this step to form k'h'. 
(2) Following the same construction procedure used in the encoder, find the appropriate word, 
r' corresponding to k'h',  from the V sequence that was employed in the encoder. If 
D(khr,  k 'h ' r ' )  _< t, then k' is correct. Else, report undetectable error. 
.5~.4 d -  ED/AUED codes. 
Tile three construction procedures described in this section are applicable to any value of t. 
Expressions (1), (2), and (3) facilitate computation of the mininmm length of the V sequence 
obtainable in each method. The case where t = 0 is interesting to warrant special treatment. 
When t = 0. the code resulting from appending the V sequences to d -  ED codes would be 
d-  ED/AUED,  with ao correction ability. 
From Table 1, we can see that the length of the Air, 0] sequence for any r is equal to 2 r. This 
is true for the A~[r, 0] and Asy[r,O] code sequences too, as listed in Table 2 and 3. It is easy to 
verify that all the three construction procedures yield the same V[r, 0, d] sequence for any r and 
d. In all the three methods, [V[r, 0, d][ = 2 r x (d + 1). Let n' be the length of the d -  ED code. 
Then, n' < 2r(d + 1). Or, in other words, r > log-d~. When d = 0, (i.e., n' = k, the number 
of information bits) this expression degenerates to r > logk, corresponding to the well-known 
Berger codes [16]. 
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3.5 Tables of  t - EC /d -  ED/AUED codes. 
The minimum number of words in the V sequence was given as an arlene function of (d - t) 
in Section 3.1. In the tables below, the largest size of a V[r,t,d] sequence is listed, for various 
values of d, with an indication of the construction procedure (i.e., 1, 2 or 3). Recall that a V 
sequence of size greater than the length of the t - EC /d  - ED code is needed to construct a 
t - EC /d -  ED/AUED code. Thus, the tables can be interpreted as follows: the entry for 
the different values of r, t, and d, correspond to one more than the maximum dimension of the 
underlying t - EC /d -  ED code. 
Table 4 lists the length of some V[r, 1, d] sequences. For instance, when t = 1 and d = 7, a tail 
of length 7 bits corresponds to a V[7, 1, 7] sequence of length 130. This sequence is obtained using 
the third procedure, i.e. the one that employs the asymmetric error correcting code. The entry 
corresponding to this example is shown within a box in Table 4. Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 
list the figures for the cases t = 2, t = 3 and t = 4 respectively. Certain interesting observations 
Tffible 4. Sizes of V[r, 1, ~] sequences. 
The construction method is given in pm'~nthesis and * indicates methods 2 or 3. 
rid 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 4(3) 5(z) 6(~) 7(3) 8(3) 9()) 10(3) 11(~) 12(3) 13(3) 
2 6(~) 8(3) 10(3) 12(3) 14(3) 16(3) 18(3) 20(~)  22(3) 24(3) 
3 8(~) 10(3) 12(~) 14(~) 16(3) 18(3) 20(3) 22(3)  24(3) 26(3) 
4 14(z) 18(~) 22(3)  26(~)  30(~) 34(3) 38(~) 42(3)  46(3) 50(3) 
5 20(z) 25(3)  30(~)  35(~)  40(*) 48(~) 52(~) 58(~)  64(~) 70(~) 
6 32(z) 40(-) 52(3)  64(s )  76(~) 88(~) 100(~) 112(~) 124(~) 136(~) 
7 48(3) 60(3)  76(~)  94(~) 112(3) ~ 148(:) 166(~) 184(~) 202(~) 
8 76(-) I12(~) 146(s) 184(~) 220(3) 256(3) 292(3) 328(~) 364(3) 400(3) 
9 144(z) 190(3) 252(3) 314(3) 376(3) 438(3) 500(3) 562(3) 624(~) 686(~) 
10 248(z) 328(3) 436(3) 544 (3) 652(3) 760(3) 868(3) 976(3) 1084(3) 1192(:) 
11 432(3) 540(3) 700(3) 874(3) 1048(3) 1222(3) 1396(3) 1570(3) 1744(s) 1918(3) 
12 696(3) 952(3) 1268(3) 1584(3) 1900(3) 2216(3) 2532(3) 2848(3) 3164(3) 3480(~) 
13 1264(z) 1762(3) I 2348(3) 2934(3) 3520(3) 4106(3) 4692(3) 5278(3) 5864(3) 6450(s) 
Table 5. Sizes of some V[r, 2, d~ sequences. 
rid 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 4(3) 5(~) 6(3) 7(~) 6(~) 9(3) 10(~) 11(3) 12(~) 13()) 
2 6(3) 7(3) 8(3) 9(3) 10(3) 11(3) 12(3) 13(3) 14(3) 15(3) 
3 8(*) I0(*) 12(') 14(') 16(*) 18(*) 20(*) 22(*) 24(*) 26(*) 
4 10(3) 12(3) 14(3) 16(3) 18(3) 20(3) 22(3) 24(3) 26(3) 28(3) 
5 12(3) 14(3) 16(3) 18(3) 20(3) 22(3) 24(3) 26(3) 28(3) 30(3) 
6 20(3) 24(3) 28(3) 32(3) 36(z) 40(3) 44(3) 48(3) 52(3) 56(3) 
7 24(z) 28(z) 32(z) 36 (3) 40(z) 44(z) 48(z )  52(3) 56(z) 60(2) 
8 32(3) 38(z) 44(3) 50(z) 56(z) 62(3) 6,8(z) 74(z) 80(z) 86(3) 
9 40(3) 47(z) 56(3) 68(~) 80(3) 92(3) 104(~) 116(~) 128(~) 140(3) 
10 52(3) 62(3)  80(~)  98(~) 116(3) 134(3) 152(~) 1700) 188(~) 206(3) 
1 ! 76(3) 98(~) 128(~) 158(~) 188(3) 218(3) 248(~) 278(3) 308(~) 338(3) 
12 124(~) 170(~) 224(~) 278(5) 332(3) 386(~) 440(s) 494(s) 548(~) 602(~) 
13 220(z) 302(~) 400(3) 498(3) 596(~) 694(~) 792(~) 890(3) 988(~) 1086(3) 
14 396(3) 566(~) 752(s) 938 (~) 1124(~) 1310(~) 149~s) 1682(~) 1868(~) 2054(3) 
15 748(3) 873(z) 1072(3) 1338(~) 1604(3) 1870(~) 21360) 2402(3) '2668(3) '2934(3) 
16 1116(~) 1302(z) 1488(z) 1828(a) 2192(3) 2556(3) 2920(~) 3284(~) 3648(~) 4012(~) 
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Table 6. Sizes of V[r,3,~J K'quences. 
r/d 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 4(=) 5(=) 6(=) 7(=) 8(=) 9(=) 10(=) I I(=) 12(=) 13(=) 
2 6(=) 7(=) 8(=) 9(=) 10(=) II(=) 12(=) 13(=) 14(=) 15(=) 
3 8(=) 9(=) 10(=) 11(=) 12(=) 13(=) 14(=) 15(=) 16(=) 17(=) 
4 10(*) 12(-) 14(-) 16(*) 18(*) 20(-) 22(.) 24(-) 26(.) 28(*) 
5 12(=) 14(=) 16(=) 18(=) 20(=) 22(=)  24(=)  26(=)  28(=)  30(=) 
6 14(=) 16(=) 18(=) 20(=) 22(=) 24(=)  26(=)  28(=)  30(=)  32(=) 
7 16(=) 18(=) 20(=) 22(=) 24(=) 26(=)  28(=)  30(=)  32(=)  34(=) 
8 26(=) 30(=)  34(=) 38(=) 42(=) 46(=)  50(=)  54(=) 58(=) 62(=) 
9 30(=) 34(=)  38(=) 42(=) 46(=) 50(=)  54(=)  58(=)  62(=)  66(=) 
10 36(=)  41(=)  46(=) 51(=) 56(=) 61(=)  66(=)  71(=) 76(=) 78(=) 
11 42(=) 48(=)  54(=) 60(=) 66(=) 72(=)  78(=)  84(-) ~(=) lO0(s) 
12 52(=) 59(=) 66(=) 73(=) 84(=) 96(=) 108(=) 120(=) 132(=) 144(=) 
13 60(=) 68(=) 84(=) 102(3) 120(=) 138(=) 156(=) 174(=) 192(3) 210(=) 
14 80(=) 102(3) 132(=) 162(=) 192(=) 222(=) 252(=) 282(=) 312(=) 342(=) 
15 128(=) 144(') 188(=) 232(3) 276(',) 320(=) 364(=) 408(=) 452(=) 496(=) 
16 184(=) 210(=) 278(=) 342(3) 408(3) 474(=) 540(=) 606(=) 672(=) 738(=) 
17 272(=) 378(=) 500(=) 622 (3) 744(3) 866(=) 98~=) 1110(3) 12320) 1354(=) 
18 496(=) 714(=) 948(=) 1182 (3) 1416(=) 1650(=) 1884(=) 2118(=) 2352(=) 2586(=) 
19 944(=) 1362(=) 1812(=) 2262(=) 2712(=) 3162(3) 3612(=) 4062(=) 4512(=) 4962(=) 
20 1808(=) 2592(=) 3452(=) 4312(3) 5172(=) 6032(s) 6892(=) 7752(=) 8612(=) 9472(=) 
Table 7. Sizes of V[r,4,d] sequences. 
r/d 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13 14 
1 4(=) 5(=) 6(=) 7(=) 8(3) 9(3) 10(=) 11(=) 12(=) 13(=) 
2 6(3) 7(=) 8(=) 9(=) 10(=) 11(=) 12(=) 13(=) 14(=) 15(=) 
3 8(=) 9(=) 10(=)  I I (=)  12(=) 13(=) 14(=) 15(=) 16(=) 17(=) 
4 10(=) 11(=) 12(=) 13(=) 14(=) IS(=) 16(=) 17(=) 18(=) 19(=) 
$ 12(.) 14(-) 16(*) 18(*) 20(*) 22(*) 24(*) 26(*) 28(-) 30(*) 
6 14(=) 16(=) 18(=) 20(=) 22(=) 24(=) 26(=) 28(=) 30(=) 32(=) 
7 16(=) 18(=) 20(=) 22(=) 2.1(=) 26(=) 28(=) 30(=) 32(=) 3.1(=) 
8 18(=) 20(=) 22(=) 24(=) 26(=) 28(=) 30(=) 32(=) 34(=) 36(=) 
9 20(=) 22(=) 24(=) 26(=) 28(=) 30(=) 32(=) 34(=) 36(=) 38(=) 
10 32(=) 36(=) 40(=) 44(=) 48(=) 52(=) 56(=) 60(=) 64(=) 68(=) 
11 36(=) 40(=) 44(=) 48(=) 52(=) 56(=) 60(=) 64(=) 68(=) 72(=) 
12 40(=) 44(=) 48(=) 52(=) 56(=) 60(=) 64(=) 68(=) 72(=) 76(=) 
13 46(=) 51(=) 56(=) 61(=) 66(=) 71(=) 76(=) 81(=) 86(=) 91(=) 
14 52(=) 58(o) 64(=) 70(=) 76(=) 82(=) 88(=) 94(=) 100(=) 106(=) 
15 64(=) 71(=) 78(=) 85(=) 92(=) 100(=) 112(=) 124(=) 136(=) 148(3) 
16 72(=) 80(=) 88(=) 96(-) 112(=) 128(3) 144(=) 160(=) 176(=) 192(3) 
17 80(=) 94(3) 120(s) 146(=) 172(=) 198(3) 224(=) 250(=) 276(=) 302(=) 
18 116(=) 128(=) 160(=) 196 (=) 232(=) 268(=) 304(3) 340(=) 376(=) 412(3) 
can be made by inspecting these tables. Tile second procedure (using Ae sequences) is ef~cient 
for smaller values of r and (d - t), for any value of t. As r and (d - t) become larger, the third 
procedure (using asymmetric error correcting codes) turns out to be more efficient. It is also 
observed that for larger values of t, the second procedure is more advantageous for the same r 
and (d - t). Another observation is that the first procedure is as efScient as tile second at best. 
Still, this procedure (as well as Table 1) is included ill this paper, as it may become attractive if 
better A sequences &re reported. Ill general, in all the three methods, better V sequences can be 
obtained if better A, A, or asymmetric ode sequences are reported. 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF t - EC /d -  ED/s -  UED CODES 
The procedure for constructing t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED codes is similar to that for t - 
EC/d -  ED/AUED (Construction 4), the only difference being the tail sequence appended to 
the underlying t - EC /d -  ED code. As in this case we attempt o detect fewer unidirectional 
errors, i.e., s and not all, we should be able to obtain more efficient codes. As with the t - 
EC/d -  ED/AUED codes, if the underlying t - EC /d -  ED code is systematic so is the resulting 
t - EC /d  - ED/s  - UED code. In this section we describe three procedures to construct he 
tail sequences. These sequences are generalization of/improvement over the sequenc~ proposed 
by Lin-Bose [22] and Nikolo~-Krokos [17]. 
Lin and Bose [22] described techniques for constructing t - EC/s  - UED coda  by appending 
an appropriate tail sequence, say U (or U,), to a t - EC  (or even weight t - EC)  code. The U 
and U, sequence are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 5. U[r , t , s ]  = {u0,ul . . . .  ,urn-a}, such that, either 
N(u,,u(,+~)mo~rn) >_ min(rj/2],t + 1) or 
D(u,,u(i+j)modm) > min(s - t - even( j )  t ,s  + t + 1 - j ) .  
for 0 < i < m and 0 < j < s + t; where u~'s are binary words of length r. 
DEFINITION 6. Ue[r , t ,s]  - {uo,ul . . . .  ,Urn-l}, such that, either 
N(u,,u(i+i)rnod,n) > mJn( j , t  + 1) or 
D(u,,u(,+j)rnodrn) > min(s -- t , t  + s + 1 -- 2j). 
for 0 < i < m and 0 < j < [~.2J ; where ui's are binary words of length r. 
Nikolos and Krokos [17] have recently proposed a code construction technique to form t - 
EC/d -  ED/s  - UED codes. These codes are obtained by appending an appropriate F (or Fe) 
tail sequence to a t - EC /d -  ED (or even weight t - EC /d -  ED)  code. The F and Fe sequences, 
are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 7. F[r, t, d, s] = {f0, fl . . . .  , fro- l }, such that, either 
N(f~,f(,+#)rnoern) _> min([-zz~e-* ] , t  + 1) or 
D(f,, f(,+j),noarn) _> min(s - d - even( j ) ,  t + s + 1 - j ) .  
for 0 < i < m and (d - t) _< j _< s + t; where f~'s are binary words of length r. 
DEFINITION 8. Fe[ r , t ,d ,s ]  = {f0,fl, ... ,frn-1}, such that, either 
N(f~, f(,+i)rnoarn ) >_ min(j - [£~AJ, t + 1) or 
D(f,, f(~+~)rnoarn ) >__ min(s - d,t  + s + 1 - 2j). 
for 0 < i < ,n and L~zJ < j < ['-~2*J; where f~'s are binary words of length r. 
Note that an Air ,  t] (or A,[ r , t ] )  is the same as a V[r , t , t ]  (or V, [ r , t , t ] : . )  Similarly, a U[r , t ,s ]  
(or Ut[r,t,s]) is tile same as an E[ r , t , t , s ]  (or Fe[ r , t , t , s ] ) .  It is also easy to show that when the 
words of Ue[r, t, s], Ve[r, t, aq, or F,[r,  t, d, s], respectively, were duplicated and alternate l's and 
O's were appended to these words, then a U[r + l ,t ,s],  V[r  + 1,t,d] or F[ r  + 1,t,d,s] sequence 
of twice the length is produced. This is similar to the A and A, sequences described here and in 
[5]. Figure 1 summarizes the capabilities of the different ypes of tail sequences. 
It was shown in [17] that a U,[r, t, s] can be appended to a t - EC /d  - ED even weight code 
to produce a t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED code. Indeed the U, sequences designed in [22] are the 
best known sequences (to construct a t - EC/d  - ED/s  - UED codes), for small valu~ of r. 
For larger values of r, more efficient sequences were reported in [17]. 
In this section, we show how to further improve the F, and F sequences, for some values of r. 
Three different approaches are described in the following subsections. 
! even(j) is ! if j is even and 0 otherwise, similarly, odd(j) is 1 if j is odd and 0 otherwise. 
: The definition of V,[r, t, d] is omitted here, since these sequences are not used in any of the given co~structiora. 
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Sequence type Under ly ing code distance Result ing code 
A[r, t] 2t + 1 t - EC /AUED 
A,[r ,  t] 2( + 2 ! t - EC /AUED 
Y[r,  t, d] t + d + 1 t - EC /d  - ED/AUED 
U[r, t,#] 2t + 1 f - EC/m - UED 
U,[r, t, J] 2t + 2 t - EC /m - UED 
F[r.t,d.,] t + d+ 1" t - EC /d -  ED/ ,  - UED 
F , [ r , t ,d , , ]  t + d+ 1"" t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED 
: t+d+ 1 is odd and "" : t+d+l  is even. 
Figure 1. Some tail sequences detection capabil ity. 
4.1 Modification of  L in-Bose (Us) sequences. 
In the following construction, efficient Fe sequences are obtained from Ue sequences. 
CONSTRUCTION 5. Given Ue[r,t,s'] = {u0,ut , . . .  ,urn- l},  starting with u0, replicate every 
(t + 1) th word L(d - t)/2J + 1 times, getting the following sequence: 
,~ , .  •. , u0  , u , , -2  . . . . .  , , ,  .u ,+, , . . .  , , ,+~,  u,+2, . . .  , u~,+l , ,~ ,+~, . . .  , -2 ,+~, . . .  
L(~-,)/2j+I ,~rne, L(~-0/2j'÷* " " "  L(~-')12]~÷* "~"  
This sequence is an F,[r, t ,d,  s] where s is 
s=2x t+ l  x L(d-t)/2J+lU,[r,t,s']l - t -1 .  (4) 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider the case where 1 - EC/4  - ED/s  - UED code is to be designed with 
4 additional check bits. In [17], it was shown that using Lin-Boee U,[4,1,6], one can obtain a 
1 - EC/4  - ED/6  - UED code, i•e., s = 6. The Ue[4, 1,6] sequence in this case is: 
1100¢== 
I001 
0011 
0110 
1100¢= 
1001 
Using Construction 5, this U,[4, 1,6] sequence can be changed to an Fe[4, 1,4, s], where s = 8. 
The resulting F,[4, 1,4,8] is: 
1100 
1100¢== 
1001 
0011 
0011 
0110 
1100¢== 
1100 
1001 
The modified sequence nables the detection of 8 (rather than 6) unidirectional errors• 
! Any even d istance code can be co~ve~rted to an equivalent code with all its words having even weight. 
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.~.P. The V sequences method. 
Many of the F sequences reported in [17] were constructed using the A(n l ,dx ,w)  codes [18] 
that  are basically w-out-of-n,  codes, with distance d,. In their method,  an A(r, 2t + 2, r /2)  code 
is chosen, then every word of this code is replicated d -  t + 1 times to obtain an F tail sequence. 
In few cases, Nikolos and Krokos [17] use more than one A(nx, all, w) code to construct the tail 
sequence. The construction procedure given below is a modification of the method that  uses one 
A(n: ,  d, ,w) code. 
Given an A(rx,2t  + 2, r l /2  ) constant weight code t with m code words, say {zl,  z2 , . . - ,  z , ,} 
and a V[r - r l ,  t, d] with i elements, say {vl ,  v2 , . . .  , vt}, the following sequence 
XIV I , ' ' "  ,X IV I ,X IV2 ,X IV3 , ' ' "  ,X IV I ,X2V I , . . .  ,X2VI,X2V2,X2V3,' '"  ,X2V I , ' ' "  
Y Y 
d -~+l  t ime# d- t+ l  t ime# 
is an F[r, t, d, s] sequence where 
d+r ,  for rl < 2 
s= ( Ia ( r l ,2 t+2,  L r t /2 J ) l -1 ) ,x lV [ r -n , t ,d ] l - t+( r -n  ), fo r t ]  >2.  (5) 
Note that  when r, < 2, only the V sequence is repeated, yielding s = d + r. These ideas suggest 
the following construction. 
CONSTRUCTION 6. Take an A(rt ,  2t + 2, r , /2)  code, where rl _< r. The choice of rl depends on 
the lengths of the A(r l ,  2t + 2, r l /2)  codes in that range. Obtain a V[r - r,, t, d] sequence and 
construct the F[r, t, d, s] sequence, as described above, where s is computed as in (5). | 
Recall that  an F sequence can be appended to a t - EC /d -  ED code to obtain a t - EC /d -  
ED/s  - UED code. This construction procedure is similar to that  of U sequences described in 
[5]. 
EXAlVlPLE 9. When t = 4,d = 8 and r = 21, an A(20, 10, 10) of length 38 can be used, along 
with V[1,4,8] = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1,0,0}; here, ra = 20. Let A(20, 10, 10) = {x , ,x~, . . .  ,x38}, then the 
resulting tail sequence will be 
x11,... ,x,l,x,O,x,O,x~l,... ,x~l,x~O,x~O .. . . .  x3~l ..... x~ l ,x~O,x~O 
5 l ime# $ t imee $ l ime# 
This produces an F[21,4,8,256] sequence since s = (38-  1) x 7 -  4 + 1 = 256. 
Supposing r = 23, we would still use A(20, 10, 10) code, as 
A(20, 10, I0) = A(21, 10, 10) = A(22, 10, 11) = A(23, 10, 11) = 38. 
In this case, we should use a V[4,4,8] sequence such as the one below: 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
0 
0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
This gives an F[23,4,8,406] since s = (38-  I) x 11 - 4 + 3 = 406. 
! The code need not be constant weight, indeed any t - EC/AUED is sufficient. However, the best known 
t - EC /AUED codes are known to be constant weight codes. 
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4.3 An alternale method for  small  r. 
For very small r, we can use replications of A(n2, d2) code words (i.e. a code of length n2 
and distance d2) to realize the tail sequence. The selection of d~ in specified in the following 
construction procedure. 
CONSTRUCTION 7. Let A(r, d') he s code of dimension r, distance d', and consisting of the words 
{xl, x~ . . . .  ,xm}. Then, the sequence 
. . .  
d-~+ 1 d - l+ l  
is an F[r,t,d,d+ d') sequence, provided that Ia(r ,d') l  x (d - t + 1) > t + d+ d' + 1. This F 
sequence can then be appended to s t - EC /d -  ED code of dimension to obtain a t - EC /d -  
ED/ (d  + d') - UED code of dimension  + r. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let t = 4, d = 8 and r = 7. Consider the A(7,4) extended Hamming code of 8 
code words. Then, we can get a 4 -EC/8 -ED/ (8  +4) -  U ED code, as 8 x (4 + 1) > 4 + 8 + 4 + 1. 
4.4 d -  ED/s  - UED codes. 
Constructions 5, 6, and 7 described in this section, to find tail sequences that produce t - 
EC/d  - ED/s  - UED codes, are applicable for any value of t. In the case when t = 0, i.e., only 
detection of random and unidirectional errors but no error correction, we find that Construction 
6 yields Fir,  0, d, a] sequences with maximal s. The expression of Equation (5) can now be easily 
evaluated, knowing that the maximal 0 - EC/AUED code of length rl is the set of all words of 
weight r t /2 ,  i.e., A(rl ,  2, r l /2)  [26], and the maximal size of V[r, 0, d] is 2"(d + 1) (see subsection 
3.4). Therefore, when t = 0, Expression (5) can be re-written as 
rT ) ) ) -  1 2r (d+ 1)+(r - r1 ) ,  for rl >2 .  
Given d and r, one must maximize over all rx the above equation. It can be easily verified that 
when appending 1, 2, and 3 extra bits to a d -  ED code, i.e., r = 1, 2and 3, respectively, a 
d - ED/s  - UED code with s = d+ 1, d+ 2 and 2d+ 3 respectively, is constructed; these values 
are obtained from (6) by letting rl = 0, 0, and 2, respectively. 
Given d and r, where r _> 4, let 
[(r,) ] 2"-', (d+l)+(r /(rl) = r i /2 -- 1 X x 
The maximal s can be found by choosing rt that maximizes f, i.e. s = max f(rl). Using Stirling's 
f'l 4~f 
approximation, i! = 2V/2"~(~1 ', we get (,~>21 ~ ~2""  Then, 
2;, +(r-r~). 
To maximize thin function, we solve the following 
f'(rx) ~ 2'(d+ I) -I + 2", } - 1 = 0. 
For sufficiently large 2"(d + 1), the (-I) term becomes negligible. In thi~ cue, we find that 
el -~ 3.52. Thin value in not exact due to the approximation of the function and the discrete 
nature of the problem. However, this gives an indication that the max imum occurs around 3.52. 
N.w tedadque,  for comtnzt i~  code, e3 
It can easily verified that f(2) > f(3) for any value of r _> 3 and d. Also,/(4) > f(6) for r _> 5 
and f(4) > f(6) for r _ 6. What remains to be shown is whether f(4) _> f(2) for any value of d 
and r >_4. But, /'(4) >_ f(2) i fS×T-4(d+l )+( r -4 )  >__ 2r -2 (d+l )+( r -2 ) .  This is true 
only when d _> 2 s-r - 1. So f(4) < f(2) only when r = 4 and d = 0. Therefore, when t = 0, 
Expression (5) becomes 
d+r ,  
s= 2d+3,  
5 x 2• -4(d+ 1) + ( r -  4), 
for r_< 2 
for r=3 
for r > 4 t . 
(T) 
Asymptotically, r ~_ log(s)  - iog(d + 1) - log(5) + 4. It should be mentioned here that the 
s - UED codes given in [27] are a special case of these d - ED/s  - UED codes, where d = 0. 
,~.5 Tables and comparisons.  
Table 8 through Table 12 list t - EC/d  - ED/s  - UED codes for t = 0, l, 2, 3 and 4. Several 
va/ues of d are considered in each table, and corresponding to several values of r (tail length), 
the entries show the value of a of the best Fi r ,  t, d, s] sequence. The construction procedure (5, 6 
or 7) that yields the best results for any case is given in parenthesis after each entry. 
The results are compared in these tables with the best known F sequences reported in [17]. 
Observe that the proposed codes are superior to the existing codes in many cases. 
Table 8. Values of • for some d - ED/*  - UED Codes. 
• /d  0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
3 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
4 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
5 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101 111 
6 22 42 62 82 102 122 142 162 182 202 222 
7 43  83 123 163 203 243 283 323 363 403 443 
8 84 164 244 324 404 484 564 644 724 804 884 
9 165 325 485 645 805 965 1125 1285 1445 1605 1765 
10 326 646 9~6 1286 1606 1926 2246 2566 2886 3206 3526 
Table 9. Values o( • for some 1 - EC/d  - ED/ ,  - UED CodeR.  
• Lin-Bo, te Nikoloo P r ~  
4 6 3 8(.) 
5 8 5 12(s) 
6 I0 II 14(6) 
9 34 67 78(.) 
13 314 627 786(6) 
8 5 8 9 20(.) 
13 314 1255 1310(.) 
12 5 8 13 28(.) 
! The only exception is when d = 0 and r = 4 in which • = 6. 
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Tal)le 10. Values of • for  some 2 - EC/d  - ED/e  - UED Codea.  
at , IAn-Boee Nikolo4 Proposed 
8 7 9 7 15(.) 
8 II 9 23(-) 
9 13 19 25(s) 
13 41 173 190(s) 
12 8 II 13 31(s) 
9 13 28 33(s) 
16 8 I I  17 39(s) 
9 13 36 41(s) 
Table 11. Values of s for some 3 - EC/d  - ED/ J  - UED Codes .  
d r Lin-Boee 
8 II 18 
12 20 
13 22 
17 64 
12 
:16 
10 16 
11 18 
12 20 
13 22 
17 64 
Nikolo4 
9 
15 
27 
195 
11 
13 
27 
39 
327 
11 18 17 
12 20 39 
13 22 51 
17 64 459 
Proposed 
26(.) 
2~s) 
34(s) 
232(s) 
32(s) 
34(s) 
36(s) 
46(s) 
346~s) 
42(s) 
44(s) 
S8(s) 
463(.) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have proposed techniques for constructing systematic t - EC /d -  ED/AUED 
codes as well as t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED codes. All the construction procedures tart with 
a t - EC /d -  ED code, and a tail is appended to it to incorporate unidirectional detection 
capability. 
Several interesting tall sequences have been proposed in this paper. Efficient t - EC /d -  
ED/AUED codes have been obtained using V sequences which are constructed from A sequences, 
As sequences, or asymmetric error correcting codes. For different values of t and d and the tail 
length, different procedures become attractive. Several examples have been included in this paper 
to explain the procedures. When t = 0, these codes become d-  ED/AUED codes. An expression 
for the number of check bits required to convert a d - ED code into a d - ED/AUED code has 
been derived. These codes are generalizations of Berger codes [16], where d = 0. Tables have 
been included that list many useful t - EC /d  - ED/AUED tail sequences for t = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Techniques for constructing t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED codes have been presented. Codes 
designed using the procedures proposed in this paper have been shown to be more efficient han 
the existing codes in many cases. Again, in the case when t = 0, i.e. d - ED/s  - UED codes, 
an expression for the number of redundant bits to convert a d - ED code to a d -  ED/$  - UED 
code has been derived. These codes are generalizations of Boee-Lin codes [27], where d = 0. 
New techniques for constructing codes 
TsbZ¢ 12. Values of • for some 4 - EC/d  - ED/•  - UED Codem. 
85 
12 
16 
r Lin-Bose Nikolo4 Proposed 
7 12(~,) 
8 130') 
15 23 11 31(s) 
16 25 21 37(s) 
17 27 29 39(6) 
21 71 181 256(s) 
22 181 333(,) 
23 181 411(,) 
12 17 9 3~s) 
13 19 II 35(s) 
14 21 13 37(.) 
15 23 23 39(.) 
16 25 41 49(8) 
17 27 50 51(5) 
21 71 329 404(s) 
22 329 481(6) 
23 329 558(6) 
12 17 13 41(s) 
13 19 15 43~s) 
14 21 17 45(s) 
15 23 35 47(s) 
16 25 53 61(s) 
21 71 477 548(6) 
22 477 629(s) 
23 477 706(,) 
For t = 1,2, 3 and 4, tables were included to list some improved t - EC /d -  ED/s  - UED tail 
sequences. 
The code rate of all the proposed codes depends on that of the t - gC /d -  ED codes employed 
as well as the efficiency of the tail sequences employed. Therefore, any advancement,  on either 
front (for example [28]), would enable the use of the proposed procedures to design more efficient 
codes than those reported in this paper. 
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